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i) I believe there is need for an additional 700-bed TWA camp at Bay Village.

ii) Where possible operational workers should be accommodated residentially, in town
based dwellings.

iii) If a new camp is built it is important that it looks, feels and operates as part of the
Karratha community.
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Q2 If a camp is approved for 30 years the best location for it would be?
Answered: 757 Skipped: 0
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Q3 Do you have any other comments regarding this matter?
Answered: 409 Skipped: 348

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The local employees currently working on existing camps will probably lose their jobs if this pushes through. 1/10/2018 11:55 AM

2 There is a big possibility that local employees may lose their jobs once this goes through. 1/9/2018 12:17 PM

3 The adverse mental health effects of FIFO is well documented, and with the availability of other accommodation (residential rental
market, motels, caravan parks, transitional housing provided by employers) it is astounding to think that an argument for 30 years of TWA
actually exists. Why this model continues to be considered is astonishing given its historical impact on families, individuals, towns and
economies. Find new solutions!

1/8/2018 12:55 PM

4 I don't support this new camp as I don't think there is a need for it. 1/8/2018 12:04 PM

5 What will happen to our jobs in the existing camps if this new camp is built :( 1/5/2018 2:38 PM

6 I am against the building of this new camp with FIFO workers as my job will be affected 1/4/2018 10:12 AM

7 I do not believe a camp is required. I do not support a camp in Karratha for any company. Workers should be residential. The City of
Karratha should be a FIFO free zone.

1/3/2018 9:31 AM

8 Local work forces mean commitment to our community. It also means a happier, healthier work force. Understanding the length of
contracts and what this means for our workforce beyond 30 years also needs to be carefully considered. Will there be a continued need
for these skills beyond 30 years? Or, what other sector can they be transferred to which we could plan for now? Certainly operational
workforces should remain local,

1/2/2018 9:08 AM

9 I think the Council are looming after the town by fighting this...where is our local MP? 12/29/2017 6:34 PM

10 I don't see the need for a new camp. What will happen to the local workers of Karratha if FIFO workers will get the jobs 12/21/2017 2:09 PM

11 Why don't we try and have local staff instead of FIFO. 12/20/2017 12:55 PM

12 Businesses and Employers in Karratha should prioritize employment for local staff instead of FIFO. 12/20/2017 10:08 AM

13 Should be strict conditions that only temporary (shut down) and highly specialised staff be allowed to stay in accommodation. No long
term fifo workers that could be residential roles.

12/19/2017 12:02 PM

14 I am concerned with the impact of this to the locally employed people. They may lose their jobs if this camp is built. 12/19/2017 10:10 AM

15 Plenty of existing properties to bring families too. 12/19/2017 9:26 AM

16 Why do they want to build another camp when one was just torn down? Integrate workers into our town, grow our community camps are
not the answer.

12/19/2017 9:11 AM

17 no camp on the burrup 12/19/2017 7:18 AM
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18 If built at Gap Ridge, then morning coffee's at the BP will be a disaster. There is already too much FIFO capability in the LIA. Tambrey
neighbourhood will cause major issues at the Tambrey tavern.

12/19/2017 7:10 AM

19 Companies should move away from FIFO operations where there is a city to support the requirements of a residential workforce. 12/19/2017 6:47 AM

20 Fifo has destroyed the community. .camp was built because of remote community now a city no longer a remote community you cannot
have both local people pay fifo have free transport the fifo people should have to buy food from the the shops shelves then have to be
filled more employment town grows

12/18/2017 9:13 PM

21 Yes local keep karratha local and alive. Please don't build a camp, please we are struggling here 12/18/2017 8:44 PM

22 No thank you 12/18/2017 7:22 PM

23 There is accomadation in the pelago appartments needing tenants why not help investors who have suffered 12/18/2017 7:15 PM

24 Nowhere is perfect for it , it shouldnt be built!! 12/18/2017 7:05 PM

25 It is important for workers to be part of a community and keep some of the wages in Karratha itself 12/18/2017 5:56 PM

26 No 12/18/2017 3:46 PM

27 There is enough accommodation in Karratha already and a new camp is not required. 12/18/2017 2:47 PM

28 I think that the City of Karratha council are doing a great job in trying to stop this Camp from going ahead. 12/18/2017 2:12 PM

29 No 12/18/2017 1:35 PM

30 They should underwrite the development of a new hotel in the CDB, not build a sole purpose camp. 12/18/2017 12:41 PM

31 As a business owner who supports the community through employment and the use of support services I recommend that more
discussion and consultation is entered into as soon as possible to ensure a bad decision for Karratha for the next 30 years is not the
outcome.

12/18/2017 10:40 AM

32 No more camps as they are for FIFO workers when these companies should be employing locals to work their projects 12/17/2017 9:40 PM

33 Tell them they're f*^king dreaming, they've just dismantled two camps at Gap Ridge and Nikol, they to intergrate their workers into the
town.

12/16/2017 9:14 AM

34 Yes , employ local we have worked on the Gas plant since 2003 on and off and as contracting companies change they employ who you
know not what you know so don't let them tell you that Karratha don't have the locals with the experience because we are here we just
aren't friends with the New site manager or recruitment agency contacts to even get our application looked at. Should be a strict rule on
how many locals are employed to work at KGP and Pluto.

12/15/2017 7:37 PM

35 No to Bay Village. 12/14/2017 9:07 PM

36 No. 12/14/2017 8:31 PM

37 Disagree with the proposal. 12/14/2017 4:26 PM

38 Do not build a camp. Do not ignore the heightened Suicide risks associated with FIFO workforce. Woodside must relocate workers and
families for 1,2 or 3 years and have them reside locally. Contribute to the community in meaningful ways.

12/13/2017 10:26 PM

39 None 12/13/2017 8:34 PM
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40 I would much prefer for residential jobs be offered to keep Karratha growing. 12/13/2017 3:42 PM

41 Forcing FIFO workers to reside in town is of little value to the community both financially and socially. The council should consider who
are the major ratepayers and not bite the hand that feeds. The major and long established organisations have contributed much to the
community infrastructure. Don't increase their costs of running business just to line the pockets of a few individuals.

12/13/2017 12:50 PM

42 Just get it done! 12/12/2017 11:28 PM

43 Stop lying and heaping shit on Woodside. The photo you have used at the top of the survey is the old facility that was knocked down a
few weeks back. From the pictures I have seen of the new facility, it will look nothing like that and they have addressed most of the design
concerns raised during the design process including input from the COK. Stop calling it a "FIFO camp". The new TWA at bay village is for
all intents and purposes, a hotel, that must have the ability to provide guaranteed capacity for woodside during shut down periods. It will
be used mainly for temporary workers that are here for short periods of time and CANNOT be housed in the vacant woodside houses. If I
go to Perth for work for a couple of days, I stay in type of TWA called a hotel. Why should Karratha be any different. What exactly is it
that you are fighting against? Please keep in mind how many people in the community are employed by woodside and how much
woodside puts back into the community every year. Your irrational bias against the new facility, evidenced by the one sided and leading
questions in this survey combined with the mixed messages from council on this issue are not going unnoticed by many people in the
community who recently voted against the most vocal opponents in the local elections.

12/12/2017 9:46 PM

44 Employ local work force to build such camp 12/12/2017 7:24 PM

45 Needs to be close to facilities and town so workers can walk to town and spend $$ 12/12/2017 5:59 PM

46 If Karratha wants long term growth than welcome the camp. Woodside cant operate without one. Its the same as it has been for the last
30years.

12/12/2017 5:26 PM

47 Locals understand the need for construction and emergency worker camps but regular operational workers should be housed 'properly'
in town. All plans should lead to that end.

12/12/2017 5:15 PM

48 To increase the population so we can be considered a real city we need more residential workers supporting local businesses. 12/12/2017 5:11 PM

49 give jobs to locals first 12/12/2017 2:25 PM

50 Make them integrate into the town as much as possible. 12/12/2017 1:53 PM

51 It is needed. 12/12/2017 1:49 PM

52 Under no circumstances should a camp be built on the burrup peninsula, it is being damaged enough at the moment without dumb FIFO
workers adding to the carnage

12/12/2017 1:28 PM

53 The majority of FIFO workers are people of good character who do not condone or tolerate anti social behaviour from their co-workers.
Many utilise local facilities and businesses while in town and would like to continue to do so if the proposed new camp allows. The Bay
Village site would be ideal as it is a short distance from the Leisureplex and CBD.

12/12/2017 1:07 PM

54 This shoule not be appoved due to past history of camps in the region. Local small buisness suffer for the large multinational buisness
savings. Karratha has more than enough ammenities now to provide a happy place of living. If works dont want to live there then the
need to find another job where they wish to live. Locals deserve the cream not the out of towners

12/12/2017 11:45 AM

55 They should be employing locals and then there would be no need for a camp 12/12/2017 9:43 AM

56 No more camps 12/12/2017 3:45 AM
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57 Why did camp that only just closed get demob’d? I didn’t think it was that old. A modern camp on edge of Nickol would be ok- not in the
centre of town.

12/12/2017 1:05 AM

58 It should go ahead, would be good for Karratha and there will always be a need for Fifo workers 12/11/2017 9:28 PM

59 Woodside need to be held accountable for the Pluto project. It was supposed to be residential, now is FIFO for business needs (FLNG
concept) which has been ditched. Return to residential employment. NO CAMP !

12/11/2017 9:09 PM

60 Its time to stop FIFO and time to support the Karratha community by encouraging the workers to move here and spend their money in the
community . If it was earned here it should be spent here to stimulate our economy.

12/11/2017 8:43 PM

61 Be part of town in a house or build a camp on the other side of the highway passed kingfisher village. And remove searipple camp. Make
Karratha a town

12/11/2017 8:07 PM

62 NO MORE development in the Burrup. Woodside need to better corporate citizens by investing in the community, not just throwing some
money at a project or Murujiga. It's easier for Woodside to have a camp than to authentically invest in our community for the future.

12/11/2017 6:17 PM

63 There are hundreds of empty houses in town which could be used as housing and help out locals struggling with mortgage repayments.
Industries need to work with the community towards a local workforce which benefits everyone

12/11/2017 6:15 PM

64 N/A 12/11/2017 4:31 PM

65 All for development and more accommodation for workers, but Woodside should be employing locally rather than FIFO. If they want to
employ people from Perth, make them move here with their families and live where they work. We would welcome them into town.

12/11/2017 12:49 PM

66 Keep them out of the city! 12/11/2017 10:33 AM

67 Create more residential position instead of FIFO, it ruins families and detoriates mental health 12/11/2017 10:13 AM

68 residential land is for homes 12/11/2017 7:51 AM

69 Use the many empty houses in town first and get hire cars for them, get them to live as part of the community 12/11/2017 7:20 AM

70 We do not need a 30 year FIFO camp. We need people living in town supporting our community. 12/11/2017 6:57 AM

71 Mental health of workers would be better and the towns would benefit if workers and there families relocate to the area instead of doing
fifo.

12/10/2017 10:06 PM

72 The city is building all this new infrastructure so why not push to get people here as residential instead of fifo the flow on effect is huge 12/10/2017 9:36 PM

73 No camps off any size in City of Karratha area and surrounding towns at all 12/10/2017 8:49 PM

74 Woodside has no need for any fifo workers! Either move here or train the Local workers!! 12/10/2017 8:02 PM

75 There are plenty of accomodation options available. The resource companies have been promising that all operational personnel will be
based locally for years. Only Rio Tinto has even attempted it. I am glad to see the City taking such an active stance on this very
important subject. I do not support the camp in any way, shape or form.

12/10/2017 7:38 PM
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76 Trying to rid the town of the FIFO image and build a community based on live-in residents, this makes no sense at all. I understand that
camps like this can bring in income from the workers to small business, but it’s the attitudes that come with it. Considering myself a local,
I take pride in my town/city. The lack of respect shown by the workers living in the camp will soon outweigh the positives in my opinion.
The last 5 years have seen a fantastic growth within the community, especially with the small businesses (that are listening to the
concerns of us all) flourishing in what many consider hard times. I would hate to see this take a backwards step and contribute to a
downfall in community spirit.

12/10/2017 7:17 PM

77 No fifo. Families workers should be based in town and housed in town. People of Karratha don't want fifo. 12/10/2017 7:04 PM

78 No 12/10/2017 5:48 PM

79 Waist of time Woodside do as they please 12/10/2017 5:45 PM

80 We should be making local jobs not giving them away to fifo, how do you keep a city alive if you keep giving large companies an out and
hiring people from perth??

12/10/2017 5:12 PM

81 No more fifo camps 12/10/2017 5:11 PM

82 Employ locally and encourage families to relocate here to boost our local economy 12/10/2017 3:13 PM

83 FIFO camps should not be close to residential areas a lot of the workers don’t appreciate our lifestyle or improvements to our community
and proof of this has been seen in previous years with fifo workers posting on Facebook saying we didn’t deserve royalties for regions
and a upgraded airport. Vandalism to our parks, trees and street beautification after Saturday nights at pubs a path of destruction always
leading towards in town camps, not all but majority of fifo workers do not believe our town is entitled to these upgrades and have been
wreckless towards the improvements. Camps should be on/near site of accommodation required or if it is for multiple companies it should
be located in industrial estates away from the town such as where gap ridge camp was before.

12/10/2017 2:51 PM

84 It is time for Community to take precedence over mining companies. The great social experiment (FIFO) that has taken priority over
recent decades has cultivated a superior mentality within mining industry management, where community and workers are now relegated
to mere peasant status. Time to shift the paradigm boys!!

12/10/2017 1:55 PM

85 There are so many vacant houses.. I’m sure if the company leased local properties for a fair price and fair length leases, it would give the
local communtiy a good little boost. It will then provide much needed spending in local stores, cafes and restaurants.

12/10/2017 11:50 AM

86 . 12/10/2017 10:37 AM

87 Locals and local jobs should come first! I've been here for 12 years and am tired of the lack of job opportunity due to outsourced
labour/skills!! Another camp only makes it convienient for Woodside .. no one else! Same thing applies for all the subcontracting
companies under Woodside!

12/10/2017 9:31 AM

88 I think it is wrong that they are employing fifo There are many capable people in this town and if there isn't employ and house here Keep
it local.

12/10/2017 8:57 AM

89 Plenty of vacant houses and room in camps already in town. Building a new camp will be bad for home owners 12/10/2017 8:53 AM

90 Probably not near the Caltex as there is a lot of crime near the Caltex. 12/10/2017 8:40 AM

91 It shouldn't be considered at all. 12/10/2017 8:32 AM

92 There should not be a working mans camp in karratha, dampier, wickham 12/10/2017 8:18 AM

93 It's better not build that camp at all!!! 12/10/2017 8:17 AM
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94 There is no need for this camp to be built. As rate payers in this town we absolutely object to a new camp, the existing camps should be
utilised.

12/10/2017 8:13 AM

95 No 12/10/2017 7:52 AM

96 This camp is bull shit, people in Karratha are jobless and looking for jobs, hire local, don’t be stupid. You’ll lose respect from the
community

12/10/2017 7:38 AM

97 I think that woodside have continued to support karratha over many years & will continue to do so for many many more. 12/10/2017 7:35 AM

98 Allowing a new camp completely undermines the Karratha 2020 plan. Camp life is stressful for FiFo workers and has caused far too
many suicides and family breakups. It would also harm people who acted in good faith building homes to provide affordable housing as
proposed in the Karratha 2020 report.

12/10/2017 7:09 AM

99 This is a ridiculous idea. 12/10/2017 5:58 AM

100 Woodside should help the community by accomadating it's workers in existing local dwellings and pay a local living allowance to it's
employees for food and living cost's. This money will be filtered out throught the community and help out local businesses. It will also be
a great move forward for the construction industry allowing its workers to relocate with their families and help with the mental health of
their workforce. If the workers had the oppurtunity to come home at night to see their loved ones, the moral, safety and productivity would
prosper on these major projects.

12/10/2017 5:18 AM

101 Consideration towards encouraging families coming up rather than FIFO. Incentives for relocating & support for relocating families to
increase worker wellbeing & economy/community development of Karratha.

12/10/2017 3:57 AM

102 Shouldn’t be built. Locals should be employed first or given the opportunity first 12/9/2017 11:35 PM

103 Use vacant housing in town 12/9/2017 11:20 PM

104 The town needs developments but we don't want antisocial behaviour. 12/9/2017 10:51 PM

105 No 12/9/2017 10:44 PM

106 Companies should be made to phase out fifos and hire residential. 12/9/2017 9:54 PM

107 No 12/9/2017 9:02 PM

108 There should be no camp built for Woodside. There is enough accomodation in the 'City' of karratha. What other 'city' houses a
permanent workforce in a camp with a fly in fly out workforce. If they need more accomodation for periodic times then make the
permanent work force residential and there will be plenty of accomodation. 700 man camp is 700 workers with for instance disposable
incomes of $100,000 each that's $70 million dollars a year and if you want to say that's ridiculous then let's just halve it to $35million. So
whatever the big sell is of how many dollars and jobs this will bring compare it against those numbers. That money should be spent in the
city in shops, small businesses, restaurants, plumbing business, etc so these small businesses can grow and hire more people. Not just
fly out on a plane.

12/9/2017 9:02 PM

109 Karratha doesn't need another FIFO camp. Karratha is a city! 12/9/2017 8:56 PM

110 It is easier for woodside to control and look after all of their worker if they are located in one area rather than spread through out karratha.
The fifo workers would be much happier having their rooms cleaned and having their dinner ready for them in a camp rather coming
home after a 12 hour shift and needing to maintain the house/property and cook for themselves.

12/9/2017 8:53 PM

111 Operational staff should be 100% residential in Karratha. This requirement should be part of their licence to operate. 12/9/2017 8:49 PM
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112 Train up and employ locals. Fifo's have no interest into turning our town into a community 12/9/2017 8:48 PM

113 Please build asap 12/9/2017 8:41 PM

114 Employ locals and not fifo 12/9/2017 8:33 PM

115 Use housing first 12/9/2017 8:23 PM

116 FIfo is NOT required in Karratha anymore! So many vacant houses. If you want to work in Karratha, live here and put your money back
in the town. Simple!

12/9/2017 8:22 PM

117 Keep jobs local and you won’t need a workers camp you can house them 12/9/2017 8:21 PM

118 The camp is needed ....definately should go ahead 12/9/2017 8:09 PM

119 Do not build the camp!! It is not required 12/9/2017 8:02 PM

120 negotiate a minimum Woodside residential home vacancy before allowing a camp within karratha otherwise LIA or Gap ridge camp build
only.

12/9/2017 7:59 PM

121 Make them part of the community ie furnished apartment but food funds to spend in town. 12/9/2017 7:53 PM

122 More effort at residential needs to be made. Surge flow of workers can be offset by using local employees during shutdowns 12/9/2017 7:51 PM

123 Everyone who says "they should be local" need some education and understand that the majority of woodsides fifo work force are only
required for a few months a year and no one will move their family for a few months work a year. The current full time fifo workers are on
those shifts due to operational requirements and suggesting they be housed residentially is absurd considering after a 13 day they would
need to cook and wash clothing without having a car. And woodside is also not increasing its fifo numbers it is just re housing them. Do
not forget bay village WAS a camp. This is not something new. Stop the fear mongering. People say the woodside needs to do
something for karratha. Karratha would not exist without what woodside has done over the past 30 years.

12/9/2017 7:47 PM

124 Time to change the mentality of fifo camps in regional areas. They are not needed and not welcomed. Invest and cintinue to make
karratha a great family place to live.... not a place to make yr money to spend somewhere else. Invest locally... train locals... make
Karratha great.

12/9/2017 7:43 PM

125 Prefer to keep it to more residential dwellings 12/9/2017 7:35 PM

126 Stop fly in/fly out as much as possible, to revitalise the town. A 700 bed accommodation unit just encourages it. If it has to happen put it
out of town so that it does not impact the local community

12/9/2017 7:32 PM

127 I am so strongly opposed to a camp being built for operational staff.. there are so many people in town looking for work perhaps
Woodside should be training locals to futility the operational positions first then recruit out of town era whom are willing to relocate to the
area to take up the left over positions. Woodside should put their mine where their mouth is and support this community

12/9/2017 7:30 PM

128 Don't do it. Not fair for locals. 12/9/2017 7:25 PM

129 No camp in an area which could get used for the community but close to the community 12/9/2017 7:24 PM

130 Supply the camp from local suppliers. Win/win 12/9/2017 7:20 PM

131 Please do not make it a camp site, integration into the community is preferable. 12/9/2017 7:16 PM
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132 I don’t not feel we need another camp in the town. It kills the town and give us the label of being a ‘FIFO’ town which is disappointing for
those of us who choose to live in this beautiful place.

12/9/2017 7:11 PM

133 Jobs should be put on karratha buy sell swap type pages to find local workers first then if they can prove they cant find workers fifo As fifo
dont treat the town like the locals do

12/9/2017 7:08 PM

134 The workers need to live in houses here with their families to make this so called city a real city. 12/9/2017 6:16 PM

135 We do not need more camps when there are an abundance of vacant properties. Woodside and other mining companies need to house
their employees as residents of Karratha.

12/9/2017 6:08 PM

136 I believe that if accomodation is required it should be constructed in the form of resort style that can be utilised by tourists as well as
workers and be built as permanent infrastructure.

12/9/2017 6:07 PM

137 No 12/9/2017 5:52 PM

138 Just build it let’s not wait till it’s to late 12/9/2017 5:45 PM

139 i support locals first 12/9/2017 5:25 PM

140 Karratha needs people to live here to make a bigger better community. With the job market these days, there isn't as much work or
competition so people taking the jobs in our community should live here and raise their families here.

12/9/2017 5:21 PM

141 Karratha Sucks 12/9/2017 4:01 PM

142 Fifo camps should only House short term workers. All day to day jobs should be residential. Otherwise the city will not grow and prosper
as a real town.

12/9/2017 3:40 PM

143 it is not warranted anywhere. Karratha already has enough villages that can house the work force comfortably. Building something
new,will only take jobs away from locals who are employed now.

12/9/2017 3:34 PM

144 Haven’t Woodside robbed this community enough fifo workforce do t hire local people What a company ?? 12/9/2017 3:27 PM

145 For the city to thrive, we need committed residential families, not FIFO workers. With families who live here enjoying our wonderful
facilities, we can truly build a community where everyone has a stake in its success.

12/9/2017 2:41 PM

146 If a camp does go ahead, I don't believe the lease should be for 30 years. I believe there is already enough vacant dwellings that would
be able to suffice instead of building another camp. It would be another waste of resources to build another new camp. Surely the
benefits (for local business, local ecomony, schools and the list goes on!) of having people integrated into Karratha would be far greater
than having them tucked away in a camp where there is no real benefit to our local community.

12/9/2017 2:37 PM

147 Somewhere close to already existing buildings and close to shops/restaurants. 12/9/2017 2:06 PM

148 No 12/9/2017 2:05 PM

149 Sea ripple camp half empty 12/9/2017 12:33 PM

150 There are many woodside homes empty, use them first, then maybe build smaller complex or use existing. 30 years sounds like a more
permanent worforce, make them live here, not fifo.

12/9/2017 12:26 PM

151 Woodside have and still will contribute to the city of Karratha. The camp should go ahead. 12/9/2017 12:24 PM

152 No 12/9/2017 11:46 AM
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153 No 12/9/2017 11:36 AM

154 No 12/9/2017 11:36 AM

155 Employ locals first. We pay rates and keep the town going. FIFO take their money and spend it elsewhere. No FIFOs for Karratha! 12/9/2017 11:29 AM

156 They should employ locals 12/9/2017 11:19 AM

157 Tell woodside to eat a fat cock 12/9/2017 11:00 AM

158 get rid of all undesirable residents put in state housing and use them for fifo workers, if you don't have a job and contribute to this town
then you should go elsewhere

12/9/2017 10:46 AM

159 No 12/9/2017 10:35 AM

160 There is NO need for a camp employ locals to fill the roles or make the positions local only no fifo roles if they want the position and
money they move here and keep the money in the community

12/9/2017 10:33 AM

161 Woodside need to move to residential, it is better for the work environment as well as community as people gain a sense of belonging
Perhaps the government should make it more attractive financially by having penalties on FIFO workers when there is an established
town within x kilometres of a work site There is a place for FIFO but not when there are established towns that can support

12/9/2017 10:31 AM

162 Think it would bring more to Karratha 12/9/2017 10:10 AM

163 No more camps should be built in COK should only be short time for construction 12/9/2017 9:58 AM

164 Karratha does not need another empty waste of space. There are enough accommodation alternatives already in town. Fill the ones
already here then if there is further need build when necessary.

12/9/2017 9:55 AM

165 Local youth and unskilled people should be provided with training opportunities 12/9/2017 9:54 AM

166 All efforts are needed to integrate the camp and guests with the community. 12/9/2017 9:54 AM

167 This camp should NOT be built. It is not necessary. They demolished a perfectly good camp at Bay Village. Now they live with that
decision

12/9/2017 9:51 AM

168 A paved shaded walking - cycle path to and from camp for everyone to use would be great. A lounge meeting area for external
organizations to use and interact with the camp residents would be of use to help to both organizations and residents access assistance.
At present external organizations are kept out.

12/9/2017 9:37 AM

169 FIFO does not benefit our City. We need to fill our vacant properties and help local businesses to flourish not die. 12/9/2017 9:27 AM

170 Treat the workers like teachers, nurses, police, etc. Relocate them, have them living in the community and paying subsidised rent. 12/9/2017 9:11 AM

171 Wherever housed it should be part of karratha community where they can feel less isolated and contribute to local businesses and
community groups.

12/9/2017 9:10 AM

172 Woodside should use the facilities that we have in town and support the community. Not build another camp full of trouble makers. If they
kept their houses instead of selling them, they could Use them instead

12/9/2017 8:59 AM
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173 Maybe invite these workers to be apart of the community. Might help with money spent in town and the depression the workers suffer
from being away from there families. Keep them close and involve but also so the company can keep a eye on them in a camp. Put the
camp close to town so workers can get a haircut, eat out, go to a gym or yoga, gather food supplies, join sporting clubs, show them
Karratha has a lot to offer and are a welcoming community.

12/9/2017 8:58 AM

174 A new camp is not needed. There are now enough houses to accommodate workers in existing infrastructure. If one camp is allowed,
more will follow and the FIFO workforce will increase wheras what the town needs is a more residential workforce. Companies should be
required to have an 80% residential workforce- which could only help our local economy.

12/9/2017 8:49 AM

175 Operational workers should be housed locally, similar to other companies that have invested in the city. 12/9/2017 8:44 AM

176 We need more residential positions. RIO will have plenty of spare housing and fifo beds when they get rid of their train drivers next year. 12/9/2017 8:44 AM

177 Take up the vacant houses with the work force once that has happened then look at camps as an overflow 12/9/2017 8:42 AM

178 It is understood that there will always be a need to accommodate temporary skilled workforces for major plant shutdowns and capital
projects, however Woodside need to do as much as possible to encourage a residential workforce and ensure that people are using the
new public infrastructure and facilities that we have received over the past 6 years. It is not sustainable in any way to continue to
encourage predominantly FIFO workforces.

12/9/2017 8:37 AM

179 Fifo workers have no respect for community... just here for $$. With so many empty houses, put people in them, 12/9/2017 8:29 AM

180 I thought a camp was only pulled dis a few years ago, & so many empty places in town, why build another camp? Redicilous 12/9/2017 8:24 AM

181 Us long term locals have seen it all before with the boom that some thought was never ending but the karratha economy did not really
benefit by having FIFO workers accomodated in camps. I also know of some pretty nasty sexual harassment incidents to some female
FIFO workers at gap ridge! Us locals want Karratha to feel like it once did when we arrived here for a 3 week shutdown over 22 years
ago. LOL.

12/9/2017 8:16 AM

182 Woodside need to support the community they are using. No FIFO 12/9/2017 8:00 AM

183 The boom is over. Fifo shouldnt be an option any more. Workers should live local if they want to work here. Fifo kills communities. 12/9/2017 7:59 AM

184 support local businesses and local economy bring families to karratha and house them in the many many rental properties available. dont
support fifo.

12/9/2017 7:44 AM

185 Employ local workers for local jobs. If the skill sets are not within this area, companies should offer relocating the families rather than
FIFO.

12/9/2017 7:38 AM

186 Absolutley no way to a camp on the burrup. There will be litter everywhere. Closing off more space. Damage to the environment.. more
than likley destruction of rock art and heritage sites.

12/9/2017 7:34 AM

187 Use the existing unoccupied accommodation! 12/9/2017 7:32 AM

188 Employ local. House locally as part of the community. Put money back into the shire. 12/9/2017 7:30 AM

189 Stop making fi/fo normality it should only be used in remote sites not where there is already a city that needs to grow 12/9/2017 7:25 AM
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190 If Woodside do continue with building the camp they are clearly not doing briskness is alighnmenrt with their values: Integrity - We are
open, honest and fair. We do what we say we will do. We have the courage to do the right thing. Respect - We give everyone a fair go.
We listen. Working Sustainably - We are here for the long term. We look after each other, our communities and our environment. We
keep each other safe. Working Together - We are on the same team. We build long-term partnerships. Discipline - We play by the rules.
We set goals and we hold ourselves to account. Excellence - We achieve great results. We learn. We get better.

12/9/2017 7:21 AM

191 Encourage people to live in the town instead of creating known mental health issues associated with fifo 12/9/2017 7:14 AM

192 As long as local content is part of the construction 12/9/2017 7:08 AM

193 No 12/9/2017 6:05 AM

194 The City of Karratha need to oppose this camp, and show the citizens of Karratha that they are making good decisions for them. Not just
making decisions that are keeping one of the big multinational companies happy. Fly in, fly out camps are not healthy for anyone. There
have been enough studies by now to show this to be true.

12/9/2017 6:00 AM

195 Everyone working and living in a community need to intergrate not section themselves off. Segregation is unhealthy for everone. 12/9/2017 5:41 AM

196 Don't put fifo camp in the middle of town or tambrey 12/9/2017 5:38 AM

197 employ and train locals. invest in the next local generations education to have the skills for the industry 12/9/2017 5:27 AM

198 If we have a camp it should be in town or as close to town as possible so these fifo workers feel invited into our town and so it’s easy for
them to come into town to support our businesses (or spend the money in town)

12/9/2017 4:59 AM

199 No 12/9/2017 4:53 AM

200 All operational workers should be housed in residential houses. Keep camps for short term construction and shut downs. 12/9/2017 4:51 AM

201 Keep the work local stop people flyin and out have people live and work with there family around them 12/9/2017 4:36 AM

202 It is just flooding an already struggling communities real estate market. 12/9/2017 4:24 AM

203 The TWA camp could be used as a bridge to further enhance/develop the community...if it is to be an attractive asset to the community
keep it close to town....700 beds is a substantial development may as well be done nicely.

12/9/2017 3:34 AM

204 NO camp, plenty of accomodation throughout industrial area and town centre similar to camp. Why does the city of Karratha not know the
community don’t want camps and FIFI. Our community has just become normal again and enjoyable for families . NO NO NO camp

12/9/2017 3:04 AM

205 I don’t feel we need a camp. Plenty of houses are empty and could be used 12/9/2017 2:57 AM

206 CoK is a shit town thats why we want FIFO 12/9/2017 2:55 AM

207 Wake up and listen to the community. 12/9/2017 1:40 AM

208 Why demolish a camp just to build it again? 12/9/2017 1:30 AM

209 Just do the right thing for the community, either they live local or don't come here at all. 12/9/2017 1:12 AM

210 I believe a town can operate with FIFO and residents, if we don't have the qualifications here, fly them in, residential life here is not for
everyone as the same as a FIFO life. Give FIFOs every opportunity to participate in town. I am local and I buy mostly online as its too
expensive here.

12/9/2017 12:58 AM
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211 The right to participate in a poll of his nature should be restricted to rate payers. 12/9/2017 12:02 AM

212 Keep FIFO out of our town. Local skills are available. Train the youth rather than bringing in overseas labour. 12/8/2017 11:23 PM

213 This camp is not needed or viable for our city.! 12/8/2017 11:14 PM

214 They should be made to live in the housing that is already available so that way they will spending money into the businesses in town
and using local people

12/8/2017 11:06 PM

215 Not required there’s enough accommodation in Karratha other camps and housing 12/8/2017 10:57 PM

216 The camp is mainly for shutdown workers. How do you expect these workers to set up house...if they are put in Woodside houses?
Another point CoK and others need to understand is that not everyone wants to live in Karratha and make it their home. Woodside and
Rio are not the only companies who face these issues. Most businesses face the same problem trying to get people to live in the Pilbara.
You would be really lucky if you get a qualified person to stay on for more than a year.

12/8/2017 10:57 PM

217 Support the growth of Karratha by employing locals and having employees live local. So much money has been spent to ensure that
Karratha is a wonderful place to live, to entice residents and build a city and now companys need to support the city that was built
because of them and the areas resources that have made them rich. Woodside will flood the market with the houses they no longer need,
dropping the market and hurting the people who have made a commitment to this town. FIFO is detrimental to the mental health both the
workers and their families, costing millions each year and sadly costing lives too.

12/8/2017 10:41 PM

218 Woodside should be trying to normalise there labour costs. This will never happen by supporting a FIFO workforce.There is no
justification for a fifo workforce given the salaries they pay. Let new people into the ‘closed’ petroleum industry.

12/8/2017 10:37 PM

219 We are sick too death off fly in fly running a muck and locals can not get a look in on the jobs in town 28 year local and rate payer 12/8/2017 10:35 PM

220 I Do not agree that a camp should be approved at all. 12/8/2017 10:33 PM

221 We understand the need for a camp so that fatigue doesn't overcome workers. Camps provide accommodation, meals, recreation etc.
These workers could be housed in the Woodside spare houses around the city.

12/8/2017 10:28 PM

222 Give jobs to locals! 12/8/2017 10:26 PM

223 This would take away business from in town accommodation facilities that are currently doing well 12/8/2017 10:20 PM

224 We don't need FIFO camps. We need people to LIVE in our towns -- with their families. 12/8/2017 10:19 PM

225 I would like too see fifo abolished from Karratha and wickham unless it's for construction. 12/8/2017 10:15 PM

226 Don’t do this. If we encourage this corporate behaviour then they will only ever employ outside the region to suit their ‘strategy’. Locals
will miss out on jobs purely because they want to live where the job is. And many end up leaving for Perth just to get the job back up
here... It’s ridiculous and with no urgent ‘boom’ placing massive demand on accommodation, it’s nonsense to even consider it. Also this
will hurt industries already servicing woodside’s accom demands. They employ locals I’m sure...

12/8/2017 10:15 PM

227 I don't think it needs to be as big as 700 person camp. Look for friendlier alternatives. Bring families to the region not short term
temporary people! We have amazing infrastructure and a great community, let's not destroy it by making it a temporary community.

12/8/2017 10:10 PM

228 No need for a camp when there is so much affordable accommodation now available 12/8/2017 10:08 PM

229 My understanding of this camp is to accommodate shutdown type specialists that will only be needed for short periods of time. These
specialists are also not people who are based here locally therefore they have to come from outside to town.

12/8/2017 10:05 PM
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230 No 12/8/2017 10:04 PM

231 I think that Bay Village should not have been demolished. It is a waste of resources to now make Woodside build a new camp. The world
is not disposable and I wish that the City of Karratha would stop treating it that way!

12/8/2017 10:02 PM

232 Tambrey would be the best but if it is there would that mean we could still have an IGA? If the IGA can happen with the camp then put it
there. If not, Then why is the old entertainm3nt centre site in Bulgara made available?

12/8/2017 9:58 PM

233 There is plenty of accom already in town 12/8/2017 9:40 PM

234 Stop bringing in FIFO workers, build houses for whole family's to move up here not camps..... the community wants more family's not just
workers

12/8/2017 9:27 PM

235 Fifo people of Woodside are not the same as contract temporary fifo workers. Lots of them are ex Karratha people and are working 12 hr
shifts. They are not rowdy or misbehaving. The Bay village site is a great location that can provide inclusion in the town and the quiet
required for nightshift workers.

12/8/2017 9:22 PM

236 Didn't you dicks just demolish Bay Village? Why the eff would you do that and then build another camp??? 12/8/2017 9:22 PM

237 Employ people here assholes 12/8/2017 9:16 PM

238 A fifo camp with so many workers will have a very detrimental impact on Karratha with fifo working eating and sleeping and not
contributing near as much to the local economy than if they were in separate housing, towns cultural life will also suffer

12/8/2017 9:09 PM

239 Disagree with question 2 as I believe that there should be no site at all they be housed. It should not be built at all strongly disagree with
happening at all

12/8/2017 9:08 PM

240 Employee locals first and foremost. So many are desperate for jobs and it is unfair to overlook them and bring in people from cities.
People who not care for our home and do not contribute; but instead they reap the benefits of a good pay packet and leave the place in a
mess. Employee locals!! Why can’t you employee locals?!

12/8/2017 9:06 PM

241 Acknowledging that the gas plant requires additional short term accommodation the idea of a camp makes sense however there are
already camps available. I strongly agree with the push to bring workers to live local permanently rather than flying them and Woodside
has a significant number of available houses set up for shift workers available (I have lived in one). However given the issues short term
fifo workers also bring to a town in terms of disrespect to the town and excessive drinking a camp outside of town makes sense.

12/8/2017 8:59 PM

242 There is adequate accommodation already in Karratha 12/8/2017 8:59 PM

243 Hire locals and provide housing ifor workers and their families 12/8/2017 8:58 PM

244 There is no business case to currently support the building of another camp in Karratha 12/8/2017 8:55 PM

245 Arseholes !!!! 12/8/2017 8:53 PM

246 Employ locals and only have FIFO for shutdowns 12/8/2017 8:52 PM

247 Unless current statistics with housing occupancy improve dramatically, the camp should not proceed 12/8/2017 8:49 PM

248 No 12/8/2017 8:47 PM

249 Give the FIFO JOBS to THE LOCALS!!! 12/8/2017 8:45 PM

250 Keep it local!!!! 12/8/2017 8:42 PM
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251 Camps have not place in a built up area - they should only be used for remote locations where no community exists. 12/8/2017 8:41 PM

252 Fill all the empty houses that are around. Empty Woodside houses are going to rack and ruins and it makes certain areas of our town
look neglected as well as de-values peoples properties that might actually take pride in their investments and where they live.

12/8/2017 8:40 PM

253 Do not want camp at all. Enough accommodation here now. No more camps. No more fifos. 12/8/2017 8:33 PM

254 More Woodside employees should be local. All contractors should be local. Tradesmen have been laid off from the gas plant this month
by MGJV Woodside should be monitoring this. Pluto should be locals first the fifo

12/8/2017 8:29 PM

255 I strongly oppose as it does not contribute any thing to karratha community 12/8/2017 8:20 PM

256 As there is no other camps being built as per the proposed I strongly agree it should be built. There is not enough single accommodation
to support the amount of workers Woodside can bring in.

12/8/2017 8:19 PM

257 DONT BUILD IT! NO ONE WANTS IT HERE!!! 12/8/2017 8:15 PM

258 Woodside have 140 empty houses onths town .tell them to use them 12/8/2017 8:15 PM

259 Push woodside for residential roles! 12/8/2017 8:03 PM

260 This FIFO camp should not go ahead. Woodside should source and train local employees. Then the CoK's population would grow.
Woodside has housing in Karratha already. Use it and build more homes in the community. It is cheap now.

12/8/2017 8:03 PM

261 You should've just fixed up bay village 12/8/2017 8:00 PM

262 There is an abundance of vacant properties available in the Karratha area. Residential positions not fifo will make Karratha truly the city it
deserves to be.

12/8/2017 7:57 PM

263 Operational staff should be residential. FIFO for topping up for major shutdown requirements only, and camps only for these major
shutdown FIFO staff.

12/8/2017 7:47 PM

264 If the camp is built make it self catered rooms and no extraordinary facilities so workers need to purchase goods and services from the
town businesses

12/8/2017 7:47 PM

265 Please don’t let them build another camp. 12/8/2017 7:46 PM

266 Construction and additional task force purely for the camp, operations & maintenance should all be residential. 12/8/2017 7:45 PM

267 There should be no new camps built within 70km of any region town. All employees should be offered relocation and salary packages to
match the location they are placed in. If people do not want to relocate, train people in the local area and cast the employment net
further.

12/8/2017 7:44 PM

268 No more fifo , locals first 12/8/2017 7:43 PM

269 if companies employed local or permanent workers who would like to move to Karratha and become redsients they would not even have
to consider building more infrastructure. We don’t need the fifo in the town causing trouble. They are not interested in our community. If
it’s built, keep it out of town away from the already troubled community. Where is the employment/traineeships etc for the young people
who live in Karratha.

12/8/2017 7:42 PM

270 If the decision is made that Woodside are to build a new camp it shall be operated by an Australian owned company and maned with a
strictly with a residential only work force no FIFO workers to work in the camp. Camp site must not be on the burrup nor should be on the
Dampier should kept out of site

12/8/2017 7:39 PM
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271 Strongly disagree on the matter of establishing another workers camp in Karratha, as the local workforce will suffer from it. 12/8/2017 7:32 PM

272 Let’s get the traditional camps out of the equation and look to compliment the community 12/8/2017 7:30 PM

273 Put them in the empty houses they have already. Refurbished and furnished for fifo workers and newbies. Refurbished so families can
move with workers better for mental health of workers, partners and children

12/8/2017 7:29 PM

274 Why pull one down an build a new one. Nobody will change there minds on want people say anyway, it be like it was b befor push family
out over payed rent or to buy the cost of living gos up. I think they shouldn't b talking about any of this till they work out crime in karratha
then ask the people, but no matter want anyone says the plens r in the works and it will go a head and more people will move out. Well
done

12/8/2017 7:23 PM

275 no 12/8/2017 7:23 PM

276 Camp is needed for sure to keep rent prices in Karratha at reasonable levels. Been in ktown since 2008 and rent prices back then were
heart breaking ($1600 per week for 4x2, was that normal???). Do we want that back? House owners renting out their properties for sure,
rest of us paying the rent - I don't think so. Karratha is sooo much more livable now then it was 7-8 years ago. This is first time in 10y
we've been able to rent our own place and NOT to share it with random people just to break even with rent. At the moment we're paying
$550 pw for 3x1 in a very nice suburb which is ok. If rent would go up again to 700-800+ a week then this time we would just pack up
and leave town...

12/8/2017 7:22 PM

277 Whilst I think it’s important for camp folk to be able to acces town resources and be a part of the community, heed also needs to be taken
at some of the past occurrences of anti social behaviour regarding alcohol and fighting while out drinking. While I think in public that
FIFO have a right to privacy from companies whilst off site any behaviour that impacts our communities due to anti social behaviour
should be taken into consideration by Woodside and worked into an agreement with workers. I’m happy for them to be out but there is
enough violence and bad behaviour without adding to it with people who have lack of respect for our community because they don’t live
here.

12/8/2017 7:22 PM

278 FIFO should be wound down and employ more local people. Woodside should better support local contractors because when Balla Balla
starts up they will struggle!

12/8/2017 7:20 PM

279 You would be suprised how many skilled necessary people for the operations don't want to live in karratha due to the awful amounts of
crime and the perception the community isn't safe. Not to mention the poor standard of healthcare.

12/8/2017 7:20 PM

280 As a Woodside operational fifo worker who resides in Karratha for 10 years , I don’t think public opinion takes into account the actual
lives of the personal who work in town , I think it’s widely understood there is a need for fifo within the industry as skilled personnel to
operate the plant cannot be whole sourced in Karratha . Maybe a survey of the actual people who would be housed there would be a
good idea so you can get a balanced opinion , as it is recognised the towns current residents are opposed to anything fifo ! Especially
the people who invested in property at the height of the boom and couldn’t see that the boom prices were on the back of Pluto
construction which as all projects do come to an end :) and in the declining market fifo personnel are now the cause of all of the towns
problems !

12/8/2017 7:18 PM

281 Use the local residence available in Karratha, no need to keep building camps then removing them Year’s later when projects are
finnished.

12/8/2017 7:15 PM

282 Woodside should explore all avenues to utilise current residential accomodation before undertaking any new accomodation facility. 12/8/2017 7:13 PM

283 Where there is a town with full services and unemployed people willing to reside here. Why do we need FIFO. We don't... FIFO should
only be allowed where there is no community e.g.: like tatami dessert . This person is against FIFO

12/8/2017 7:13 PM
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284 i don't want another fifo camp in karratha 12/8/2017 7:13 PM

285 Don’t build the camp. Worst idea ever 12/8/2017 7:13 PM

286 The camp is unnecessary and unjust to the community, with record low property prices and high vacancy rates all workers should be
accommodated residentially with the workforce being residential (not fifo) in all but the most exceptional of circumstances and even then
only for short periods (6 months or less)

12/8/2017 7:12 PM

287 If it happens it should be built out on the burrup road, were the first camp was, keep the fifo out of our community. They don't add to our
family life still, bashing / valance will raise the camp will buy in all it's supplies so will not help

12/8/2017 7:11 PM

288 You will see I did not select an option on Q1-3 because you did not give an option to fuck off. You will also find I selected the town centre
“if” you chose to allow such a site to happen as the town centre. Why you may ask, so hopefully you people who hold the power can see
how many fuckwits come through here for temporary work and treat us paying citizens with I’ll contempt. Hopefully it happens to you too
and you will truly understand. This is why the majority push for better conditions and less fifo because attitudes shift and health suffers
amongst the many of your electorate and many others. Choose wisely.

12/8/2017 7:09 PM

289 Would rather see apartment type accommodation rather then a camp , investing in the community for the longer term 12/8/2017 7:07 PM

290 I feel that there is absolutely no need to build another camp 12/8/2017 6:59 PM

291 Do not build it. If woodside want people to work in karratha they should make them live in karratha 12/8/2017 6:57 PM

292 I don't know why the bay village camp site was torn down, to then think about building another camp for Woodside. Yes, money makes
the world go round, but the mining companies don't make the community I live in

12/8/2017 6:49 PM

293 FIFO IS NOT FOR KARRATHA! 12/8/2017 6:44 PM

294 Don’t build it. 12/8/2017 6:39 PM

295 Do not see a problem with the camp. These guys work 12 hour days and need a quiet safe place to live. Fifo is a fact of life and we need
to imbrace it. Itvvwill not take from the town but add to it

12/8/2017 6:36 PM

296 They should fill the already vacant housing and provide mess facilities if required, then the public could also utilise this 12/8/2017 6:34 PM

297 As a local rate payer - why are we allowing FIFO at all? We need local residents to go to local schools and volunteer to support local
business and local sporting groups and give back to the local community . If you want to grow Katratha - stand up against FIFO and be
strong about it!

12/8/2017 6:34 PM

298 Focus on building the CBD and growing the buildings and residential space directly around the CBD if that means buying out sections of
Bulgarra to build high rises then that is what is needed strongly focused urbanisation in our CBD will help small business and the City.

12/8/2017 6:33 PM

299 Camp is not in the best interest of the town 12/8/2017 6:32 PM

300 Not great for our community. No more fifo 12/8/2017 6:30 PM

301 No 12/8/2017 6:28 PM

302 Flexible camp accomadation is appropiate for shutdown and specialist workers and consultants however Woodside needs to consider
the longer term prosperity and sustainability of the Karratha community by investing in residential facilities for permanent operational and
management staff.

12/8/2017 6:28 PM

303 Don’t build the village, it will ruin opportunities for people in Karratha and will stop people from moving here 12/8/2017 6:27 PM
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304 There should be no camp. As this is a coastal town with facilities I am totally against FIFO. And as the current job prospects for WA is
limited it is the time for Woodside to be pushing residential roles. You are killing the community and businesses. Give back to the pilbara
what you have taken out, support it. Again camps will only give work to FIFO workers so again the pilbara looses. So sad what you have
down to this town.

12/8/2017 6:27 PM

305 There are many people in town already that don't need accommodation that want a job a Woodside, and that should be a priority. Camps
only encourage the FiFo environment and FiFo workers DO NOT support the local economy.

12/8/2017 6:26 PM

306 Make facilities at the camp available to residents living nearby such as the gym and open the camp kitchen to locals 12/8/2017 6:22 PM

307 30 years is too long. Camp needs to be fully integrated into rhe town and local businesses need to be given the contracts to supply and
run the camp.

12/8/2017 6:22 PM

308 Housing fifo employees in camps is necessary to a certain extent but does nothing to help Karratha grow, Woodside should be made to
use the existing camps first while also encouraging employees to move up here permanently.

12/8/2017 6:20 PM

309 I believe it is imperative that there should be a construction camp for construction workers only, operational staff should be residential.
There is no good reason to have FIFO operational staff!

12/8/2017 6:18 PM

310 FIFO does nothing for the town. Does not buy local does not support Local. Only thing that the town gets out of it bus driver and airport
worker and uses local spots for doctors and dentists

12/8/2017 6:16 PM

311 This is just Bullshit. Woodside should not be allowed to build any more camps. There is enou houses available and also enough Temp
workers accommodation available. FFS..... employ local. The Shire needs to grow some balls and say no and tell Kevin Michael to pull
his head in and stop sitting on the fence . No No bloody camp????????

12/8/2017 6:15 PM

312 I would rather there was no fifo camps in the City of Karratha. I understand the need for camps during shutdowns. Any operation role for
any company should be local.

12/8/2017 6:15 PM

313 I think there needs to be more conversation as to why Woodside thinks the need this facility when there are house available. Are they
planning a major project that currently cannot be facilitated by karratha locals? Ask more questions get more answers

12/8/2017 6:14 PM

314 How many houses did woodside just give up? There are enough empty houses to make the entire gas plant locally based 12/8/2017 6:14 PM

315 Don't build another one there are unused ones in Dampier, rent it off rio! 12/8/2017 6:10 PM

316 CBD they are in walking distance to local restuarnts etc, so local business would get a benefit 12/8/2017 6:09 PM

317 Not necessary employ local 12/8/2017 6:09 PM

318 No FIFO! 12/8/2017 6:05 PM

319 No 12/8/2017 6:03 PM

320 There is already over 3000 available single beds available in different camps around Karratha 12/8/2017 6:01 PM

321 My main concern is not being able to fill my rental property in Karratha if this goes ahead. My property has already halved in value
loosing about $400k of value. The rental income has fell by $1000 a week! As a family we are now under a great deal of financial stress
and increasing supply of accommodation in Karratha to possibly reduce prices and rent further terrifies me.

12/8/2017 6:01 PM

322 Karratha locals need this,all camp employees need to local as without Woodside Karratha Is dead. 12/8/2017 6:01 PM

323 One just got dismantled .. Please don't build another one.. This place is suffering and we need people living locally 12/8/2017 6:00 PM
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324 Flexible accommodation is required - that is unavoidable. However, make the facility integrate into the community both in look, amenity
and accessibility (FIFO out and residents in e.g. access to meals, bar etc). Build the facility so it doesn’t look like a camp and could be
sold in the future if no longer required / fit for purpose.

12/8/2017 5:59 PM

325 keep the opportunities open for the locals that are willing to do the fifo jobs. 12/8/2017 5:59 PM

326 With so many empty houses the camp is not needed 12/8/2017 5:58 PM

327 I don’t believe there is a need to build this camp. There is already camps in Karratha that would support this workforce with minimal
expansion

12/8/2017 5:56 PM

328 Karratha has suffered enough due to global market shifts. Building a camp will create more vacant homes and hinder local businesses
further. We need to house people locally to build this town towards an strong economic hub of the pilbara

12/8/2017 5:55 PM

329 We need to build a community not a FIFO camp 12/8/2017 5:55 PM

330 Worker camps should only be used for construction and roles less than 6 months and any camp should have a minimum allocation of
approx 20% of capacity available for local small businesses at a cost neutral rate so that facility is usable in the next construction phase
of projects

12/8/2017 5:55 PM

331 There should be no camps built people should be happy to live where they work 12/8/2017 5:55 PM

332 Has anyone counted the vacant beds in town? I understand there are much more than 700! 12/8/2017 5:54 PM

333 There is multiple sites sitting empty! Why build yet another one! Jobs should be for locals not fifo!! 12/8/2017 5:51 PM

334 We can’t always expect workers to live locally as there rosters, routines and meals are sometimes better provided for in camp/fifo life. 12/8/2017 5:51 PM

335 Integrate into the community. Allow access to camp facilities for all residents 12/8/2017 5:49 PM

336 They should be residential workers where possible. 12/8/2017 5:47 PM

337 No 12/8/2017 5:46 PM

338 They should integrate into the community and use the existing houses 12/8/2017 5:44 PM

339 Community integration is pivotal for Karratha permanent residents, should FIFO workers be required to live in a residential community.
Plenty infrastructure in town to allow fifo workers and local businesses to integrate. Woodside employ human beings not robots. Allow
staff to intergrate and give them the best possible platform to intergrate with the community - they can only benifit.

12/8/2017 5:40 PM

340 Less FIFO more local employees 12/8/2017 5:38 PM

341 No 12/8/2017 5:38 PM

342 No 12/8/2017 5:36 PM

343 The town is still struggling to recover economically from the boom. Homeowners could benefit from a rental situation. To allow the camp
to go ahead will promote a FIFO town and take away from everything that has been done to try and make the town a place you want to
stay in and raise a family.

12/8/2017 5:35 PM

344 No 12/8/2017 5:29 PM

345 Plenty of accommodation already available in Karratha so a camp is not necessary 12/8/2017 5:24 PM
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346 There are that many vacant rentals in the town the company could easily put three people in one house and then they would be part of
the community. Gone are the days we require camps for these workers, they would feel more inclusive in a house and this would be
better for their mental health too

12/8/2017 5:20 PM

347 Don’t built one 12/8/2017 5:13 PM

348 Fifo should be reduced as much as possible in Karratha this city needs to keep growing its residential population. So the city can grow as
a whole

12/8/2017 5:12 PM

349 I strongly believe that residential housing options be utlised 1st ie.. rent homes.. buy homes from rental market 12/8/2017 5:11 PM

350 There is no need for a camp when sets of units or townhouses would do the same job spread throughout the town and the workers make
use of the normal town services.

12/8/2017 5:11 PM

351 This town needs more resident's to support small business, local sports teams, volunteer emergency services and infrastructure. Other
existing camps such as sea ripple, the Mac etc could be utilised for essential FIFO Woodside staff. Sea ripple is nearly 50% empty.

12/8/2017 5:08 PM

352 If a camp is to be built it should be built within the town, as part of the town and look like it belongs. Residential small town houses or 1
bedroom apartments whatever. Not a few portable buildings smashed together.

12/8/2017 5:06 PM

353 No 12/8/2017 5:04 PM

354 As part of its long term workforce planning, why is Woodside not planning to transition more jobs to residential? There is an opportunity
here for the McGowan Government to step in to make sure the long term plan not only helps Woodside achieve its long term plans, but
also helps develop Karratha into the place we all want it to become. We're otherwise on the right path. I can't believe FIFO is a tax
deduction for companies. Companies should get financial incentives for basing their workers locally.

12/8/2017 5:01 PM

355 Don’t build a camp 12/8/2017 5:00 PM

356 Given the ammount of houses available and empty Rio and Woodside properties for sale and sitting vacant (i.e all the apartment units in
Dampier on Hill Road and Hampton Drive and the ones on Shakespeare’s street in Bulgarra) the government and these companies can
work together to come to an agreement to buy and renovate these vacant buildings first to house these workers, over building an
isolating FIFO camp. This would stimulating the local economy and create local jobs and employment opportunities for existing
contractors as well. Why is this not an option? BIG NO for a FIFO camp, it would ruin this community that’s spent years getting back on
its feet after the market crashed.

12/8/2017 4:58 PM

357 Totally against any new fifo camps!!! There are empty houses to fill 12/8/2017 4:53 PM

358 As an event organiser the clear difference between the crowds in Hedland and Karratha is the level of FIFO in the crowds, while Karratha
is a generally calm crowd it has been well documented from our Oktoberfest Hedland event that Hedland has many issues, our
observation and after speaking to Hedland locals is that the majority of the trouble makers are FIFOs. This is apparent by their general
lack of respect and ownership of the place they are in.

12/8/2017 4:48 PM

359 Intergrate their workers into the town so they spend support and help keep this town strong. What ever happened to the family values.
Become apart of a great community and stop sending dollars back to the City !!!

12/8/2017 4:45 PM

360 We need to attract skilled workers to live residentially not build a camp, there are enough existing facilities to accommodate for shutdown
etc where fifo is beneficial to Woodside

12/8/2017 4:44 PM

361 If there had to be a fifo camp, in the cbd would be best, at least the might go to the shops and cafes to put some money back into the
local economy

12/8/2017 4:44 PM
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362 If people want to work here then they should live here. There are plenty of empty Woodside houses in town, why not utilise them. There
are Woodside houses being rented on the open market. Sure, sometimes they may have some workers come up here on a short term
basis, but those with long term jobs should have to commit to the area.

12/8/2017 4:35 PM

363 Get it done � 12/8/2017 4:34 PM

364 Woodside should make a strong commitment to employing people residentially. If it's about choice, as the CME say, then there should
be full choice to be hired locally (it goes both ways). Woodside hide behind "this position has to be FIFO for operational reasons". They
should also offer a home ownership program like Rio do (there's nothing better than living in your own home). If the camp has to be built,
make it hotel like, so it can be repurposed in the future. Also, put it in the CBD to help the local businesses. This is Woodside doing
what's best for them, finding the cheapest option and where they can control their staff (violating their obligations from a mental health
perspective). Woodside have a Perth centric culture and view their workforce in Karratha as temporarily placed. Woodside just flex their
muscles politically to get their way. Even our local MP is frightened to go against them.

12/8/2017 4:33 PM

365 The need for 700 beds should be reassessed to lower that number and then provide more housing in town. FIFO does not benefit the
community as it prevents people moving here residentially with their families and FIFO workers do not contribute much to the community.
It also pushes up the prices of our flights

12/8/2017 4:33 PM

366 Don't back down! Don't let it happen 12/8/2017 4:32 PM

367 Woodside need to move to more residential based jobs. 12/8/2017 4:31 PM

368 There are so many empty Pluto and Woodside houses in Karratha no need to build other facilities just a waste of money! 12/8/2017 4:29 PM

369 Why didn't they refurbish what was already built at Gap Ridge! 12/8/2017 4:28 PM

370 I would like to see Ktown get bigger and better, but there still to many empty house out there, which could be filled with families not just
single people.

12/8/2017 4:26 PM

371 Plenty of empty houses in karratha a 700 bed camp is not needed. Bring families to karratha not fifo the town is dwindling away and
money has been spent on the facilities to be utilised.

12/8/2017 4:25 PM

372 There are enough camps here in karratha as it is, they should be looking for locals to do the work not fifo workers. I can't believe they are
even thinking about this. Very disappointed to hear they are even considering this

12/8/2017 4:21 PM

373 Try and support the local economy by housing them in established housing around karratha 12/8/2017 4:20 PM

374 We dont need no more fly in fly out workers in town if they want to work for woodside they should be prepared to live i the town that
supports there employer

12/8/2017 4:20 PM

375 No need for a new camp already enough beds within karratha. Build a new camp means job losses at current camps which employ many
local residents this should not go ahead.

12/8/2017 4:20 PM

376 Build real communities and permanent housing 12/8/2017 4:20 PM

377 Why do we even need another camp? 12/8/2017 4:11 PM

378 With such a long lease term, we need to make sure any future camps are integrated with the community. We won’t get a second chance! 12/8/2017 4:11 PM

379 Please implement restrictions to reduce FIFO for all company’s. Woodside have so many empty houses they should be forced to make
there workers residential instead of FIFO. Queensland has done when are we going to do it?

12/8/2017 4:09 PM
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380 The question 1/c is a bit ambiguous, you should consider rephrasing that. Will the camp be fully operational for the 30years? Or will it be
shut down when the business lays people off and sit empty with a caretaker for 25years?

12/8/2017 4:09 PM

381 The need for a camp is unnecessary and breeds the wrong behaviours. 12/8/2017 4:08 PM

382 Do not built a new camp. The idea is ludricous with so many houses free, specially when many of them are Woodside house. 12/8/2017 4:08 PM

383 What about local employment. 12/8/2017 3:56 PM

384 no new fifo camps should be allowed while there is so much vacant residential housing available 12/8/2017 3:52 PM

385 No need for a camp. Growth of karratha is achieved through resident families and keeps money in town. 12/8/2017 3:51 PM

386 Workers need to be sourced from residents. Why has the original camp just been demolished ? 12/8/2017 3:50 PM

387 New camps mean new local jobs building and supplying goods. Not all of the work force live in these camps, yet without the camps, big
companies will go elsewhere (other councils would gladly allow a camp if it means they get the business/people - onslow anyone?!).
Asking an entire workforce to live locally breeds other issues. A camp near licensed premises is asking for antisocial behavior, and
housing workers in share housing through town encourages the same. A camp the size of gap ridge was not the way to go. But the camp
proposed is modest in size and will encourage new projects and bring with it local growth. Denying opportunity is council greed thinking
that big companies will utilise Karratha and surrounds regardless.... they will go elsewhere and we locals will lose out AGAIN

12/8/2017 3:49 PM

388 Allready plenty of temporary accomodation camps throughout Karratha. 12/8/2017 3:45 PM

389 No fly-in-fly-out until every living local has been considered for employment! 12/8/2017 3:40 PM

390 Regular workers should live in Karratha and not be FIFO from other areas. It is a nice place to live with modern facilities and it would be
an even better place with more people living here.

12/8/2017 3:36 PM

391 Woodside needs to advise why it is required. 12/8/2017 3:28 PM

392 I strongly disagree with having a Fifo camp for operational workers. Operational should be residential. If a fifo camp is built it should be
out of town as I can’t see how the workers could be integrated. There needs to be a disincentive for Woodside to use fifo camps as it’s
too easy for them. They need to be better corporate citizens and invest more in our community. WEL need to take a leaf out of Riotinto’s
book. FIFO workers do not contribute to the community, just look at the Monodelphis fifo workers. I strongly oppose building a fifo camp
in the Burrup as it should have unesco world heritage status and have NO further expansion of the current footprint.

12/8/2017 3:25 PM

393 Woodside have enough of their own houses in town sitting empty to accomadate employees, renting some out in the private market
instead of accomadating Woodside employees. There are enough people in town now willing to fill employment opportunities with
Woodside that there is no need for a 700 bed FIFO camp or additional FIFO positions. To make the town sustainable into the future a
residential work force is essential to earn & spend in Karratha not earn in Karratha and spend else where.

12/8/2017 3:25 PM

394 We need resident workers to grow our city - not FIFOs who sit on the fringe and not engage 12/8/2017 3:20 PM

395 My husband works for Yara so I know that residential based models work. We have embraced living here, attend events, eat out and
enjoy all that Karratha has to offer. How do we get other companies to do the same thing?

12/8/2017 3:12 PM

396 My preference will always be to have a residential workforce. Karratha is a great place to live, particularly since the dramatic
improvement of infrastructure. Can't wait for REAP to open! FIFO workers effectively have no community. They are isolated in camps
when at work and are not home often enough to join their home communities.

12/8/2017 3:11 PM

397 Don't build the camp. Revise manning to use more residential, and shutdowns can use existing facilities 12/8/2017 3:11 PM
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398 I'm not a strong believer in FIFO and camps. If resource companies used FIFO the way they do now, back in the 60s and 70s we would
not have the regional towns we have now. No Port Hedland, Tom Price, Karratha etc. No communities, regional economies, lifestyles
and Families. The resource companies need to remind themselves the impact they have on regional economies and communities. Use
local resources and assets as a first priority, and FIFO as an 'as needed basis'. Also, if FIFO is the only way to go, either the FIFO
workers integrate and contribute to the community, or keep to the industrial areas and limit the impact on the community who choose to
make their lives here.

12/8/2017 3:10 PM

399 Fill up the empty houses.... 12/8/2017 3:10 PM

400 The illusion of prosperity brought about by “housing demand” and elevated rents needs to be disbanded. Stop flogging a dead horse and
try stimulating some real economic activity.

12/8/2017 3:05 PM

401 no camps in karratha, 12/8/2017 3:03 PM

402 FIFO should be better integrated in the community 12/8/2017 3:02 PM

403 There are thousands of empty houses in town including houses owned by Woodside. I believe a small shopping centre would be better
located near the Caltex.

12/8/2017 2:59 PM

404 Local workers and business need to ne employed in the construction and ongoings of the proposed camp. 12/8/2017 2:59 PM

405 I don’t believe this facility should be approved. There would be adequate beds available in existing camps. If employees don’t want to live
here then they should work and live at another location. FIFO is not good for our community and this facility will certainly perpetuate
FIFO choice to the detriment of those who choose to work and live here

12/8/2017 2:57 PM

406 Local Member, Kevin Michel, needs to start sticking up for the community that he's meant to represent. A new camp isn't needed and will
hurt the local business community.

12/8/2017 2:47 PM

407 Local workers are struggling to find work as it is. To loose out on 700 jobs is horrible as a town. The amount of empty camps that could
be filled with these positions aswell would help contribute towards our towns economy and jobs

12/8/2017 2:42 PM

408 This will lead to Woodside then eventually other industries to go total FIFO .Woodside has announced it renovating it's old houses , the
next step after a camp being built is to sell off their houses further decimating the real estate market.

12/8/2017 2:38 PM

409 Bay Village Site is in Karratha so people will join the community as it is located there 12/8/2017 2:36 PM
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